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Design with perceptibility, flexibility, and 
cognitive load in mind.
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Perceptibility

Can people access the 
information?

Flexibility

Can people with 
different learning styles 
and needs understand 

the information? 

Cognitive load

How much work does it 
take to figure out whatʼs 

going on?



These elements often overlap.
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Perceptibility 
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Perceptibility
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Legibility - Font
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Styl e  Scrip

Big vs Small 

Support:

https://help.theopenscholar.com/formatting-text-correctly-page
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/content-structure-separation-programmatic.html


Legibility - Font Types

7Distinguishable characters: MEDIUM Article

Imposter letters:
Gill sans (uppercase i, lower case L and the number 1): Il1

Verdana (uppercase i, lower case L and the number 1): Il1

Mirror letters: db qp      db qp

Humanist vs Grotesque Typefaces:
Calibri
Helvetica

https://medium.com/the-readability-group/a-guide-to-understanding-what-makes-a-typeface-accessible-and-how-to-make-informed-decisions-9e5c0b9040a0


Contrast
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Contrast Checker



Color

9https://pilestone.com/pages/color-blindness-simulator-1

Colorblind Palette

https://pilestone.com/pages/color-blindness-simulator-1
https://pilestone.com/pages/color-blindness-simulator-1


Compatibility
● Screen Readers
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● Closed Captioning

https://www.afb.org/blindness-and-low-vision/using-technology/assistive-technology-products/screen-readers


Flexibility 
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Three ways to build in flexibility

Provide 
descriptive text
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Present 
information in 
multiple ways

Use alt text
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Provide descriptive text.

Source: Author Views for Accessibility, Tableau

https://help.tableau.com/current/pro/desktop/en-us/accessibility_create_view.htm#UseText
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Provide descriptive text.

Source: Author Views for Accessibility, Tableau

https://help.tableau.com/current/pro/desktop/en-us/accessibility_create_view.htm#UseText
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Make titles meaningful.
BEFORE AFTER

Source: An accessible makeover, Storytelling 
with Data

https://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/accessible-data-viz
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Provide descriptive text in captions.

Source: AAPI Heritage Month: Rethinking the 
Asian American Identity, Culture Amp

https://www.cultureamp.com/blog/aapi-heritage-month?utm_campaign=AP%3APeople%20Geekly%20Newsletter%7CD%3A2022_05_16%7CTe%3Ademand_gen%7CT%3Aplatform%7CP%3Afullplatform%7CR%3Aglobal&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=213155114&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--1r96J2nYJNZ8CjZXBEFlkK2og0vfnahVj1sIssQgz9cUN6LrneUuHTd41mIvVVAm8czBxubQ0ZKWPOIVADPKRltSLkg&utm_content=213039524&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.cultureamp.com/blog/aapi-heritage-month?utm_campaign=AP%3APeople%20Geekly%20Newsletter%7CD%3A2022_05_16%7CTe%3Ademand_gen%7CT%3Aplatform%7CP%3Afullplatform%7CR%3Aglobal&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=213155114&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--1r96J2nYJNZ8CjZXBEFlkK2og0vfnahVj1sIssQgz9cUN6LrneUuHTd41mIvVVAm8czBxubQ0ZKWPOIVADPKRltSLkg&utm_content=213039524&utm_source=hs_email
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Present information in multiple ways.
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Present information in multiple ways.

Source: Tim Varga

https://www.flickr.com/photos/timvarga/11173281585/
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Present information in different ways.

Source: An intro to designing accessible data 
visualizations, Sarah Fossheim

https://fossheim.io/writing/posts/accessible-dataviz-design/
https://fossheim.io/writing/posts/accessible-dataviz-design/
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Use alt text for images.

Source: Writing Alt Text for Data Visualization, Amy 
Cesal

https://medium.com/nightingale/writing-alt-text-for-data-visualization-2a218ef43f81
https://medium.com/nightingale/writing-alt-text-for-data-visualization-2a218ef43f81
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Use alt text for images.

Source: Writing Alt Text for Data Visualization, Amy 
Cesal

alt = “Horizontal 
lollipop chart of 
percent of 
respondents who 
agreed with survey 
questions where 
most respondents 
felt academically 
prepared for 
college.”

https://medium.com/nightingale/writing-alt-text-for-data-visualization-2a218ef43f81
https://medium.com/nightingale/writing-alt-text-for-data-visualization-2a218ef43f81


Cognitive load
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Itʼs a data story, not a data swamp.
Create a narrative for your user to follow

23(not real data)

Static Visualization: Do the sensemaking for your user

The percentage of students participating in Study Abroad 
Programs has not returned to pre-pandemic rates



Itʼs a data story, not a data swamp.
Create a narrative for your user to follow

24GIF source: tableau.com

Dynamic Visualization: What questions can users answer by exploring the data?

http://www.tableau.com


25(not real data)

The percentage of students participating in Study Abroad Programs 
has not returned to pre-pandemic rates. In 2022, program locations 
hosted 2% to 4% of the UMD population.
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Highlight the main point.
● Make sure your viewers see the main point first
● If there are many key takeaways, present them sequentially

(not real data)

The percentage of students participating in Study 
Abroad Programs has not returned to pre-pandemic 
rates.

In 2022, program locations hosted 2% to 4% of the UMD 
population.



Minimize the need for mental math and 
memorization.

27 (not real data)

Current Participation 
Rate: 25%



Counterbalance: Remove unnecessary 
content  and visual distractions.

28(not real data)

● Color coding by year and by 

program

● Y-axis, individual, and 

aggregate labels

● Gridlines

● Red 2019 bar

● Series lines

● Linear regression trend line

● Gray box around bar chart

The percentage of students participating in Study Abroad Programs 
has not returned to pre-pandemic rates.

39%

34%

6%

27%



Mitigate User Error
● Have report documentation available 

○ datadocs.umd.edu

● Integrate instructions or info buttons into the design
● Pilot design with multiple users
● Let users know when the report is broken
● Tell users how to fix the problem
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Know your audience.
● What terms will they know? What terms need explanation?
● Have they encountered this type of data visualization 

before?
○ If not, can you facilitate interpretation with minimal scaffolding?
○ Alternatively, consider a more familiar or more intuitive visualization

For a wide audience, use the lowest common denominator in 
terms of literacy, language, and math skill levels
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31(actual report design; fake data)



Thereʼs a give and take to this process. 

32Image source: Forbes.com 



Thank you!
irpa@umd.edu

reports.umd.edu
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